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A unique world in which children’s imagination develops,
motor skills and creativity.



STORY FROM
ANOTHER PLANET
On the planet Mars, there is a small town called Petitos. 
It’s a place surrounded by forests full of ancient trees 
reaching up to the clouds.

Two extraordinary beings, Petite and Mars, also live here. 
Petite is a little girl full of ideas, born from the brightest 
stars in the sky. Mars a boy with a heart full of courage and 
a desire to explore the unknown.

One day in the forest they found a mysterious sanctuary 
where beings from different places of the galaxy met. At 
its center stood a magnificent old tree connected to all the 
planets of the universe. A tree that is a source of creativity 
and wonder. This magical tree gave Petite and Mars toys 
made from its precious wood.

These toys have special powers. They develop the creativity, 
logical thinking, imagination and motor skills of the children 
who play with them. Petite and Mars brought them to planet 
Earth where they became a wonder for all children, revealing 
to them the secrets and power of the universe.
The adventurous journey of Petite and Mars became 
a legend that is still told throughout the galaxy today.



COSMIC
TOYS
The WOOD OF MARS toy collection is more than just a set
of wood blocks. The toys in this collection are durable, strong,
ergonomically designed with focus on children’s small hands.

Their cosmic names attract attention:

1  GRAVITY
2  MILKYWAY
3  ORBIT
4  BIG BANG
5  STARDUST

GRAVITY 1

BIG BANG 4

ORBIT 3
STARDUST5

MILKYWAY2



COSMIC
COLLECTION
WOOD OF MARS toys are designed for children from 12 months.
Each piece of the collection is carefully designed to a unique 
combination of beauty and education that allows children to 
develop extraordinary abilities.

The toys in the WOOD OF MARS collection are made of wood
FSC certified. FSC certification is a proven method, that helps 
industries ensure healthy and resilient forests for generations to 
come.

GRAVITY
12 m+

13,5 × 13,5 × 13,5 cm

Sorting toy 12 pieces

BIG BANG
12 m+

26,5 × 9 × 12 cm

Hammering toy 8 pieces

MILKY WAY
18 m+

30 × 14 × 25 cm

Racing track 3 autíčka

STARDUST
24 m+

21 × 3,5 × 11 cm

Folding toy 7 pieces

ORBIT
36 m+

10 × 10 × 10 cm

Folding toy 6 pieces



SPECIAL
ABILITIES
Thanks to these toys, children learn in a playful way 
to think logically, count, recognize colors and coordinate 
eye-hand movements. They train their observation, 
correct grip and develop children’s imagination.

learning colours development
of senses

motor skillscreative thinkingskill

logical thinking training of touchlearning to count

learning of shapes



COLOURS FROM
ANOTHER PLANET
The colours of the WOOD of MARS collection are carefully 
selected and linked to the entire product range of the 
portfolio Petite&Mars. They are the perfect combination
of playfulness and freshness and are suitable for boys
and girls.

1  Dusty Pink
2  Intense Ochre
3  Desert Sand
4  Apricot Cream
5  Misty Green
6  Licorice Black
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